Ronald Asang

Country: Cameroun
Language: Anglais
Gender: Masculin
Note: Auteur de bandes dessinées
ISNI: ISNI 0000 0003 5648 2582

Activities of Ronald Asang (4 resources in data.bnf.fr)

Mixed works (4)

Zenara (2013)  
Zenara Origine, miroir voilé 1 (2013)

Zenara The source, the beginning, blind mirror 1 (2011)  
Zenara (2011)

Related to Ronald Asang (1 resources in data.bnf.fr)

Authors linked as author (1)

Bazil Asang
See also

In BnF (1)

Equivalent record in Catalogue général

On the Web (2)

Equivalent record in ISNI
Equivalent record in VIAF